Date:

TECHNION – RUTH & BRUCE RAPPAPORT FACULTY OF MEDICINE
RESUME (for physicians only)

1. PERSONAL DETAILS
Full Name:
Identity No:
Date and place of birth (optional):
Marital status (optional):
Phone numbers:
E-mail:
2. ACADEMIC DEGREES
(Year, department, institution - starting with most recent degree)
3. ACADEMIC APPOINTMENTS
(Years, rank or position, department, institution - starting with most recent appointment)
4. PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
(Years, rank or position, employer, including fellowships - starting with most recent appointment)
5. RESEARCH INTERESTS (briefly)
6. TEACHING EXPERIENCE
(Course title, level [graduate or undergraduate, list each course once.]
Also, list design and supervision of new courses at the Technion and elsewhere.)
7. TECHNION ACTIVITIES
(Years, activity – list Technion, not faculty, committees or administrative positions)
8. FACULTY ACTIVITIES
(Years, activity – in descending order)
9. PUBLIC PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES
(Years, activity - list of public professional committees, editorial responsibilities, editorial boards, reviewing
of grants and manuscripts for scientific journals, etc.)
10. MEMBERSHIP IN PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES
11. AWARDS AND HONORS
(Year, Honor - list prizes, awards or significant nominations, do not include dean's list during BSc.)
12. GRADUATE STUDENTS
(Name of student, year of graduation title of thesis, name of primary supervisor, names of additional
supervisors, if any).
(If known, please supply for each graduate, place of employment, position and professional standing. It is
also recommended that you highlight students' publications in your publication list.) Completed
MD Theses

Completed Basic Science Thesis
Completed MSc Theses
Completed PhD Thesis
MD Theses in progress
(Same details as for completed thesis, as well as starting year and expected year of graduation)
Basic Science Theses in progress
(Same details as for completed thesis, as well as starting year and expected year of graduation)
MSc Theses in progress
(Same details as for completed thesis, as well as starting year and expected year of graduation)
PhD Theses in progress
(Same details as for completed thesis, as well as starting year and expected year of graduation)
13. RESEARCH GRANTS
Competitive
Industrial
(Year, granting agency, amount, title of grant, names of principal investigators and co investigators). (Do
no list grants from internal Technion sources, or grants less than 5,000 US$).

14. PUBLICATIONS
(Note: all publications should appear in increasing chronological order)
14.1 Theses
14.2 Refereed papers in professional journals
(Include all co-authors in the order they appear in the paper, title of paper, journal, volume, first and last
pages and year of publication. Highlight your name on each publication by using bold font. Separate
published and accepted or in press papers. Do not include papers in preparation.)
Basic research
Clinical research
Case reports
Review papers
14.3 Books (List all co-authors in the order they appear on the book, title of book, publisher, number of
pages, year of publication)
14.4 Book chapters (Same details as for refereed papers)
14. 5 Letters to the Editor
14.6 Refereed papers in conference proceedings
(Include all co-authors in the order they appear on the paper, title of paper, title of publication, publisher, first
and last pages, date and location).
Do not list abstracts or other conference contributions, like non-referred papers, posters, etc.).

14.7 Patents (granted)
(List all co-investigators in the order they appear on the patent, title of the patent, year patent was granted)
14.8 Other publications
(Only publications not mentioned above)
15. CONFERENCES
(In increasing chronological order)
15.1 Plenary, keynote or invited talks
(Title of the talk, location, date. Label as plenary or keynote only if listed so on the program or invitation.
Do not list regular departmental seminar talks).
- International
- National
15.2 Contributed Talks and Posters
(List of authors [underline the presenter], title of talk, conference title, location, date, oral or poster presentation.
List oral or poster presentation separately).
- International
- National
15.3 Participation in organizing conferences
(Conference title, location, date, organizational function)
16. SIGNIFICANT PROJECTS
Year, project title, professional framework or institution, names of project managers. ([e.g. participation in a
multicenter trial in which you are not a co-author]. This list should not include information which appears
elsewhere in the resume).

